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Safety and Convenience Immediately Improves the Quality of Life at Home
Living at home is challenging for many older adults and those living with disabilities.
Leviton products and automation systems help improve the quality of life at home for
these individuals. Homes are safer for older adults and more convenient for those living
with disabilities. Lighting controls and switches help with visibility and safety issues at
home. Integrated automation solutions aid individuals with disabilities by providing
increased accessibility and mobility in the home.
Illuminated switches prevent the hazards of injury while looking for a light switch in
the dark. Lighted switches make it easy to turn on the lights in the hallways and rooms of
a home. Residents won’t fall or bump into objects looking for the light switch. Installing
illuminated switches at both the bottom and top of a staircase is a good safety practice to
follow. Leviton’s sensor guide lights make it easy to navigate through the dark rooms of a
home. There are combination and full light-emitting diode (LED) guide light outlets that
illuminate hallways, stairways and entrances to rooms in the home. There will be
increased visibility for residents traveling from room to room or up and down staircases
at night. Motion sensors automatically turn on lights in a room. Timers and
programmable switches that automatically turn on lights when it is dark provide safety
and convenience for older adults returning to their homes. Some models of the timer
switches adjust automatically when the sun rises and sets. These timer switches adjust
themselves automatically for daylight savings time or for standard time. It is important to
install tamper resistant outlets when grandchildren are visiting and playing in their
grandparents’ home. These children are protected from injury due to electrical shock or
burns.
The Leviton Security and Automation Installer help those with disabilities and their
caregivers access their living quarters by using a smartphone application. This application
is used remotely in case of emergency or from within a home. Leviton’s controller also
turns on lights, opens doors, adjusts the room temperature and automatically lifts blinds.
Caregivers will know that their patient is at home when the controller logs in a specific
event. Leviton products work with smartphone or tablet applications to make home life
easier for those living with disabilities. At the touch of a button, blinds and external doors
are easily opened or closed. The disabled person is able to let a visitor into the building
by using a controller without moving to open the door. A leaving home function
automatically closes doors, blinds, and turns off lights. The heating and cooling system is
automatically turned off. The front door automatically locks upon exiting the home or
apartment.

